
“Personalizing Personal Retirement Advice”  

The Retire Rite participant education program 

helps employees understand how they might 

make the most of their retirement savings.  A 

combination of plan data analysis, pro-active 

education campaigns, and personalized data 

makes every Retire Rite message truly unique.  
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Up until now, most of what has been done to reach and 

motivate plan participants to take action was dependent 

on their recognition that something they've been doing 

has been wrong.  

 

Developed by J.W. Thompson Investments, Retire Rite 

targets participants who potentially have savings 

obstacles and offers them investment education and 

advice.  The process is on-going and continuously 

reminds the participant that potential obstacles may 

exist.  

 

We believe Retire Rite makes the 401(k) benefit more 

easily appreciated and valued by employees. 

 
 

As a Plan Sponsor do you know if your employees are using 

your plan effectively?  

 

Driving plan results starts by identifying how your plan is being 

used.  The Retire Rite program begins by testing the entire plan 

population to look for common problem areas within 

participant accounts.  

 
Are your employees having a hard time deciding which 

investment options are  right for them? 

  

Retire Rite ensures plan participants receive retirement 

education prudent to their individual account. 

 

RET IRE R ITE BENEF ITS  
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Not only does Retire Rite help participants understand their retirement future better - it 

provides plan sponsors with another layer of fiduciary protection.  

 

By providing plan participants with a pro-active education approach rather than a reactive 

one, Retire Rite helps foster effective retirement planning. 

 

How Does Retire Rite Work? 

  

The Retire Rite program begins by testing the entire plan population to look for common 

problems areas within participant accounts.  

  

Once a problem area has been identified, the Retire Rite program sends a series of pro-

active education communications to those filtered participants to inform them of the 

potential savings problem; educate them about alternatives; and motivate them to make 

changes.  Additionally each participant is assigned his or her own contact history file that 

documents all interactions both in-bound and out-bound with the participant.  This not 

only promotes pro-active retirement education, it also provides plan sponsors with an 

ongoing record of all plan communications and education initiatives.  
  

Sampling of Retire Rite Education Campaigns 

  
 Participant deferral increase / Eligible matching contribution analysis  

 

  Participants under age 55 with majority of investments in the Principal Preservation Fund 

 

  Participants with majority of investments in a non-Asset Allocation investment option 

 

  Retirement Income planning for participants over age 55 



Retire Rite provides comprehensive investment education 

and advice to plan participants to help them determine 

which investment mix is prudent for their personal 

retirement goals.  

 

Retire Rite campaigns are designed to engage participants and 

determine an appropriate asset mix to create a well balanced investment 

strategy.  

  

Where applicable, Retire Rite will make a recommendation to buy or 

sell a specific investment and the percentage of each action that should 

be taken by the participant. Finally, Retire Rite will review each 

participants action plan annually to provide specific recommendations 

should financial situations warrant.  

  

When incorporated with the Worksite Financial Solutions Employee 

Advice program participants have the choice to implement the 

suggested asset allocation changes on their own via the Plan Sponsors 

website or opt to have their plan's financial consultant professionally 

manage their account for them.  



The Retire Rite participant education program 

provides plan sponsors with a fully bundled tool 

suite designed to drive penetration and build 

employee retirement readiness.    

  

By helping plan participants understand how they might 

make the most of their retirement savings the Retire Rite 

program is a natural compliment to the educational 

services you and the plans record-keeper provide.  

  

Value to Plan Sponsors: 

  

 Customized communication strategy for all 

employees 

   

 Reporting functionality to evaluate ROI and success 

rate on plan metrics such as plan participation, 

contribution rate, plan specified asset allocation  
 

 Individualized participant documentation process 

that records all retirement education interactions 

with your participants.   


